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Dear customers,

THE JOY
OF FURNISHING
You’re holding the latest edition of Meble Wójcik’s catalogue. Here, you’ll find the latest collections, as well as the 
most-popular classics from our range. We’re a brand you can trust. For 30 years, we’ve been creating original designs 
that combine elegance, functionality, the latest trends, high quality and a good price. Our furniture is created with 
passion based on the preferences and expectations of our customers. All our products are made from aesthetic and 
durable materials, and using modern technologies.

In our range, you’ll find modern casegoods, furniture systems, as well as functional and safe youth furniture.

What is the joy of furnishing?

For us, it’s to provide you with the best quality of furniture that can be used in your house or apartment. It means wor-
king with exceptional and talented designers who are avidly following the latest trends in the global furniture market. 
It’s the close-knit technical team that is making the furniture in our three factories, so that you can enjoy its excellent 
performance. It’s also working with selected, proven and reliable partners, who provide us with high-quality handles, 
fittings and mechanical systems. Because we want you to enjoy furnishing your space!

What is the pleasure of furnishing for you? Browse the catalogue, visit our website, check out the inspirational blog, 
and discover the true joy of furnishing with us.

Come visit us,

The Meble Wójcik team 

On the cover: LYON programme - type LYOK02, LYOT02
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OUR STORY…

IS A FAMILY 
STORY
The history of our company dates back to the 80s, when Leszek 
Wójcik – the most senior of the family – founded his own carpentry 
workshop in Elbląg, in which he began the first mass production of 
furniture.
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 Our company was established in 1986. Over 30 
years, we’ve managed to build a modern, thriving and family-
owned company. Our business is based on stable and strong 
family ties. We’re a company managed by two generations 
of Wójciks, supported by a strong team of experienced and 
qualified colleagues. That’s why we strive to base our pro-
jects on these values. Meble Wójcik furniture is created with the 
warmth of a family home, spending time together, and the 
common the safety of the members of the household in mind.

 Over 30 years of operations, we’ve gained the trust of our 
customers, offering them products that are both functional 

and durable, of high quality and at a good price, which is why 
we were able to create one of the most modern enterprises in 
the region of Warmia – Mazury. We’ve been building our brand 
for many years, starting from a small carpenter’s workshop, which 
grew into a thriving enterprise consisting of three modern factories 
employing nearly 1,300 people. Thanks to the hard work and 
commitment of our employees, continuous organisational deve-
lopment, and investment in modern machinery, our furniture goes 
to homes not only in Poland, but in almost 20 countries around 
the world.

 Thank you very much for your trust, and we hope that 
our furniture will meet your expectations.

Wójcik Family

 

In the photo, from the left: Marcin Wójcik, Maciej Borsukowicz, Ewelina Wójcik, Leszek Wójcik, Piotr Wójcik, Katarzyna Wójcik-Borsukowicz 
PHOTO: Liceum Plastyczne w Gronowie Górnym



TRENDY
before you start furnishing, 

take a look at our inspirations

Projects
we love

Tones inspired by nature, bright colours, original shapes and 
unconventional design. Robust, durable and ecological 
materials. Modernity and freshness. This is how we can 
sum up the latest trends in the furniture industry.

We create Meble Wójcik furniture in line with the latest world 
trends. We follow modern designs, adhere to global 
standards, and pay attention to the smallest detail. 
All of this makes our furniture truly unique.

In the photo: TORONTO programme, Type TOK 09
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Living room/dining room

THE LIVING ROOM 
IS YOUR SPACE - 
DESIGN IT YOUR WAY. 
MAKE YOUR DREAMS 
COME TRUE!
The living room is a space where you rest, relax, 
and spend time with loved ones. Make it comfortable and cosy.
This is your space! Design and furnish it, and enjoy its atmosphere.

The living area often fulfils many functions – from a place where you 
can rest, to a dining area and a meeting place. Make it interesting! 
To make sure that all the furniture will fit in the room, draw it in the 
same scale as the plan of the apartment. Cut it out and arrange it 
on the plan. Arrange however you like, and remember that you do 
not have keep to the walls. Sometimes, the sofa can stand in the 
centre.

WE ADVISE YOU
HOW TO START PLANNING
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living room/dining room
ASPEN

The collection impresses with 
its extraordinary décor and lots 

of class, all in modern and stylish 
cubes. It’s the perfect solution 
for anyone who follows trends

and seeks a system that combines 
elegance and refined modernity.

For more inspiration,
go to www.meblewojcik.pl
www.blog.meblewojcik.com.pl
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Colour: Grey Riviera Oak

living room/dining room
ASPEN

The furniture in the trendy grey Riviera Oak 
and gloss fronts in Sand will prove ideal in 

both the living and dining rooms. The Aspen 
collection is perfect for small apartments. 

Thanks to its bright décor, it will visually
Led Flash lighting integrated into the 
body

enlarge the room. The greyness of Riviera 
Oak suits perfectly to bright tones - from 
warm beiges to soft greys.



Colour: Grey Riviera Oak

The structural LED FLASH lighting in the top panels is the 
perfect finish, adding a modern look. This effect can be 

further enhanced by illuminating the glass shelves, 
which will draw attention to your home’s accessories.

LED FLASH lighting - class 
and style in every way
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The vitrine that makes 
everything within reach
The generously sized and stylish vitrine from the Aspen programme
will suit even the smallest dining room. You’ll fit everything you need 
into it. See how much it can fit!



ASPEN system

      type ASPT04 fold-out table
with synchronous table slide 

type-ASPV01 vitrine

The dining room needs not only a table, but also cabinets and vitrines,
because it’s a place where you can store trinkets, tableware and precious glassware. 
The Aspen collection includes a selection of vitrines and cabinets 
that’ll help tidy and organise your dining area.

- optional lighting (purchased separately) - lighting integrated into the body- left - or right-hand mount 

BODY/FRONT
Grey Riviera Oak/Sand

                 
type ASPV02
//
55,3/195,5/40cm      

type ASPK03
//
95,2/151,8/40cm      

type ASPK02
//
185/86,3/40cm      

type ASPP02
//
160/22,9/21,6cm      

type ASPP01
//
120/22,9/21,6cm      

type ASPK01
//
140,1/86,3/40cm      

typ ASPF03
//
137,2/49,5/48cm      

type ASPF04
//
179,1/36,5/48cm      

type ASPT03
//
95,2/40,5/67cm      

type ASPT04
//
140-180/76/85cm      

      
type ASPV01
//
95,2/151,8/40cm      

      
type ASPR01
//
55,3/195,5/40cm      

      
type ASPS04
//
55,3/195,5/40cm      

      
type ASPV03
//
95,2/195,5/40cm      

type ASPS02
//
95,2/195,5/60cm      
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attention to the colour of the furniture and 
accessories. Matching them well turns your 
space into a coherent whole, where you 
will happily spend time with loved ones. 
The furniture in the Imperial system are 
perfect with bright wall colours - an off 
white, ecru or light beige.

Colour: Imperial Walnut

living room/dining room
IMPERIAL

The Imperial collection was created for those 
who appreciate classic and elegant interiors. 

The warm, natural colour Imperial Walnut 
gives the room a unique and elegant feel. 

When designing an interior, you should pay

LED lighting 
for selected 
elements - optional



Colour: Imperial Walnut

You can let your imagination run wild with the Imperial collection. 
Combine, put together, and choose furniture perfect for you and your 

home. With modular solutions, you can organise your own space.

An elegant and 
practical room layout - 

a small space is no 
longer a problem
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- optional lighting (purchased separately)- left - or right-hand mount 

BODY/FRONT
Imperial Walnut/Imperial Walnut

type 01
//
50/195/37,8cm      

type 10
//
50/195/37,8cm      

type 19
//
50/195/60,5cm      

type 20
//
80/195/60,8cm      

type 21
//
93/195/93cm      

type 11
//
50/195/37,8cm      

type 31
//
80/152/37,8cm      

type 42
//
140/89,3/45cm      

type 100
//
300/195/50cm      

type 41
//
140/89,3/45,3cm      

type 51
//
140/44/45,3cm
RTV 2x58,7/14,4/45cm      

type 61
//
140/36/29,5cm

type 70
//
110/48/70cm      

type 75
//
140-180/77/85cm      

19
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See also
the IMPERIAL foyer p. 114

IMPERIAL system

Small apartments often lack room for wardrobes, cabinets or vitrines.
That’s why the ideal solution is a wall unit, which will replace all the 
large and awkward furniture.

      type 100 
100 wall unit



The natural colour of the furniture fits perfectly
with the entire colour palette. From white to 
grey, depending on your preference.

Colour: Truffle Oak

living room/dining room
IMPERIAL NEW

Its modern look and unconventional design make the col-
lection perfect for a cosy but contemporary interior.

The combination of the two colours in the collection – 
Truffle Oak and Champagne Oak – gives more 

options when choosing additions and accessories.

LED lighting
for selected 
elements - optional



Colour: Truffle Oak

The rounded top panels make the room soft and delicate.

The decorative, gently 
rounded MDF mouldings 

are a unique feature in the 
Imperial New collection

21
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- optional lighting (purchased separately)- left - or right-hand mount 23
22

BODY/FRONT
Truffle Oak/Truffle Oak/Champagne (ORI DAB)

IMPERIAL NEW system

Imperial New is a collection that works well in small spaces, 
and the unique wall unit will finally give your knick-knacks a home.

type 01
//
50/195/37,8cm      

type 31
//
80/152/37,8cm      

type 42
//
140/89,3/45cm      

type 100
//
300/195/50cm      

type 41
//
140/89,3/45,3cm      

type 70
//
110/48/70cm      

type 75
//
140-180/77/85cm      

type 51
//
140/44/45,3cm
wnęki na RTV 2x58,7/14,4/45cm      

type 61
//
140/36/29,5cm

type 10
//
50/195/37,8cm      

type 19
//
50/195/60,5cm      

type 20
//
80/195/60,8cm      

type 21
//
93/195/93cm      

type 11
//
50/195/37,8cm      

      type 100
100 wall unit



MTP Gold Meda
at the 2013 MEBLE POLSKA Furniture Fair

can easily be dressed up with colourful 
accessories. If you’re using white furniture, 
choose pieces that combine two colours - 
white with elegant features in natural wood 
tones.living room/dining room

LINATE
White interiors don’t necessarily have to be 

cold. White has many shades, including warm 
ones, which will make you interior cosy. The 
colour is noble and elegant, and suits both 
small and large areas. White in your interior
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you should combine the Alpine White of the 
furniture with accessories in warm earthy 
tones. In large rooms, the collection is also 
an ideal match for dark walls.

Colour of features: Truffle Oak

living room/dining room
LINATE

Rounded shapes and truffle features give the 
collection a minimalistic feel. The collection’s 

classic lines are accentuated by the LED 
lighting used in some elements. Furnishing 

your space with the Linate collection,

Quadro lighting
for selected elements 
- optional



Colour of features: Truffle Oak

Linate collection fronts - simple, elegant, with gently rounded edges. 
Their unique design is underlined by the stylish features Truffle Oak, 

continuing to the side of the piece. The dark elements suit perfectly 
to the gloss finish - Alpine White.

An innovative approach 
to design in an unusual 

combination
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Impressive displays 
Your precious and beautiful trinkets decorate your home. The glass 
fronts and sides of the pieces in the Linate collection are a great way 
to show them off. If you lack space, show one or two items.



- opcjonalne oświetlenie (do zakupu osobno)

BODY/FRONT/FEATURE
White laminated board
Gloss White MDF
Truffle Oak laminated board

LINATE system

An elegant and stylish space to work in your home, thanks to which 
everyday duties will become a pleasure. Joining several pieces from the 
collection together creates a perfect whole. The furniture in Alpine White 
will become a functional decoration in your home.

See also the LINATE 
bedroom p. 78

See also the LINATE foyer 
p. 116

See also
the LINATE bathroom p. 120

- optional lighting (purchased separately) - optional lighting (purchased separately)

type 01L
//
63,9/194,5/41,9cm      

type 01P
//
63,9/194,5/41,9cm      

type 05L
//
84,9/194,5/41,9cm      

type 05P
//
84,9/194,5/41,9cm      

type 32
//
85/143,2/41,9cm      

type 33
//
109,4/143,2/41,9cm      

type 20A
//
84,9/194,5/58,9cm      

type 34
//
85/86,5/41,9cm      

type 51
//
164/45,7/41,9cm      

type 67
//
164/54,7/41,9cm      

type 70
//
90/38,9/90,2cm      

type 71
//
75/38,9/75,2cm      

type 75
//
160-200/75,5/90cm      

type 80
//
125/72,8/61,9cm
  

type 35
//
109,4/86,5/41,9cm      

type 40
//
164/86,5/41,9cm      

type 42
//
164/86,5/41,9cm      

type 60
//
150/19,5/19,9cm      type 65

//
54,7/54,7/28cm      

type 50
//
164/45,7/41,9cm      

type 66
//
54,7/54,7/28cm      

      type 34 cabinet
type 60 hanging shelf

type 80 desk
type 01L vitrine

29
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Colour: Light Riviera Oak

LYON
living room

The LYON collection is a tribute to elegance. 
The original, geometric shapes of each piece 

can create an interesting room design. Thanks 
to the combination of gloss white with elements 
in  Riviera Oak, the furniture gives the impression

of being light and delicate, and an interior 
featuring them will make your interior seem 
cosy and fresh. If you sometimes feel a hint 
of nostalgia for the classics, you will love the 
glazing in the vitrines and cabinets. Modernity 
meets tradition thanks to references to this 
classic piece.

A touch light switch
can be installed



Colour: Light Riviera Oak
31
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See your living room
in a completely new look!
A unique feature of the Lyon collection is the clever lighting of the top panels 
and sides of each piece (it comes included). By putting together several elements, 
you build a remarkable light installation that will bring out the charm of your living room. 
In addition, you can use the touch switch, which will allow you to discreetly turn on the 
light in the key moments, without having to look for a switch that’s deeply hidden behind 
the furniture.
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Lyon is not only elegant, but also of high quality.
The countertops are made of laminated board, while the drawer 
runners and door hinges are fitted with a soft-close system, 
increasing their comfort of use. No more slamming!

LYON system

BODY/FRONT
Light Riviera Oak/Gloss White 

type LYOP01
//
120/25/20,1cm      

type LYOP03
//
130/27,6/20,1cm      

 

- optional lighting (purchased separately) - touch light switch

type LYOV04P
//
107,5/123,6/42cm      

type LYOV04L
//
107,5/123,6/42cm      

type LYOF01
//
146/41,7/42cm      

type LYOF02
//
130/41,7/42cm      

type LYOP02
//
140/25/20,1cm      

type LYOK01
//
157,6/89,1/42cm      

type LYOK02
//
157,6/89,1/42cm      

type LYOT01
//
105,6/37,2/68,1cm      

type LYOT02
//
105,6/34,6/68,1cm
(stolik na kółkach)      

type LYOV03P
//
59,7/198,1/42cm      

type LYOV03L
//
59,7/198,1/42cm      

type LYOV01P
//
59,7/164,1/42cm      

type LYOV01L
//
59,7/164,1/42cm      

type LYOV02L
//
59,7/123,6/42cm      

type LYOV02P
//
59,7/123,6/42cm      

- lighting integrated into the body - reverse mounting option 

type LYOV03P vitrine 
LYOP03 shelf

type LYOF01 rtv
type LYOV03L vitrine 



LYON
living room

For lovers of distinctive, modern interior design, 
Lyon is also available in a dark colour scheme. 
The combination of two contrasting shades of 

grey, complemented by cool LED lighting, 
creates a bold combination. In the Lyon Colour: Platinum 

collection, we’ve used a soft-close system, 
and tempered glass in the doors of the vitrines 
and cabinets, which means that you’ll love 
the furniture, not only because its beautiful,
but also because of its functionality.

A touch light switch can be 
installed
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34Colour: Platinum 

Thanks to the play of light and brown stained glazing, any additions 
and decorations that you want to display draw attention. Often, a single, 
original cabinet combined with an interesting wall colour and texture, as 

well as designer lighting can achieve a trendy result.

A stunning play of 
colour and light



The power of contrast
Dark, gloss pieces in the LYON collection are great with a background 
of bright, cool wall colours - be it white, silvery greys, or cool blue shades. 
It’s also worth experimenting with an interesting wall texture that will highlight 
the smoothness of the glossy fronts.



type LYOP01
//
120/25/20,1cm      

type LYOP03
//
130/27,6/20,1cm      

BODY/FRONT
Dark Grey, Platinum/Dark Grey 
in gloss

LYON system

Generously sized cabinets, statement vitrines, a mobile table and two TV cabinets to 
choose from. You also get a unique style, asymmetric pieces, and simplicity. In this 
collection, all lovers of design will find everything they need.

      type LYOV02P low vitrine 
type LYOF01 TV cabinet

type LYOP02 shelf
type LYOV03L vitrine

 

36
37- optional lighting (purchased separately) - touch light switch

type LYOV04P
//
107,5/123,6/42cm      

type LYOV04L
//
107,5/123,6/42cm      

type LYOF01
//
146/41,7/42cm      

type LYOF02
//
130/41,7/42cm      

type LYOP02
//
140/25/20,1cm      

type LYOK01
//
157,6/89,1/42cm      

type LYOK02
//
157,6/89,1/42cm      

type LYOT01
//
105,6/37,2/68,1cm      

type LYOT02
//
105,6/34,6/68,1cm
(small table on wheels)   

type LYOV03P
//
59,7/198,1/42cm      

type LYOV03L
//
59,7/198,1/42cm      

type LYOV01P
//
59,7/164,1/42cm      

type LYOV01L
//
59,7/164,1/42cm      

type LYOV02L
//
59,7/123,6/42cm      

type LYOV02P
//
59,7/123,6/42cm      

- lighting integrated into the body - reverse mounting option 



With such bold colours, add-ons and 
accessories should be more subdued. 
Perfect matches are silver, shades of cream, 
or light grey. With this arrangement, the 
delicate colour of the furniture will stand 
out well from the rest.

living room/dining room
MADRAS

Furniture in soft tones - how can you make it 
stand out? To properly arrange furniture that 

has a soft colour scheme, you place it against 
a strong paint colour, for example, coral or 

navy blue, or patterned wallpaper.
MTP Gold Medal
at the 2013 MEBLE POLSKA Furniture Fair
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individual pieces. The subtle tones of the 
Madras collection go very well with bolder 
colours. Coral, navy blue and deep grey are 
perfect for this collection. If intense colours 
don’t match the feel of the interior, you can 
always use softer colours - grey, beige, or light 
blue.

Colour: Latte Oak

living room/dining room
MADRAS

The bodies and fronts of this collection are 
in the warm Latte Oak, and the decorative 
features are in the lighter shade of Metallic 
Champagne. The delicate colour scheme 

clashes with the large frame surrounding

LED lighting
- for selected elements 
optional



Colour: Latte Oak

The subtle light oak shades, features with a satin gloss, and 
furniture feet in the colour of the feature are just a few of the 

many attributes that distinguish the Madras collection.

A unique design with 
hints of traditional 
wooden furniture
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Find your space – 
a little corner is enough
Statistically, we work almost 80,000 hours in our lifetime. This is time 
we spend away from home and our loved ones. Maybe it’s time to 
change this? Create a home office. All you need is a small space, 
a desk and generously sized, functional wardrobes, cabinets or 
vitrines that will easily fit your documents.



- optional lighting (purchased separately)

type 01L
//
74/192/43cm      

type 31
//
109/155/43cm      

type 32
//
74/116,6/43cm      

type 50
//
119/48/43cm      

type 60
//
91/21/20cm      

type 51
//
155/48/43cm      

type 61
//
122/21/20cm      

type 70
//
75/50,5/75cm      

type 71
//
110/50/67cm      

type 76
//
140-180/77/90cm      

type 80
//
128/75,8/59,8cm      

type 40
//
109/82/43cm      

type 41
//
150/82/43cm      

type 42
//
150/82/43cm      

type 43
//
190/82/43cm      

type 01P
//
74/192/43cm      

type 05
//
109/192/43cm      

type 11
//
74/192/43cm      

type 10
//
74/192/43cm      

type 19
//
74/192/57,5cm      

type 20
//
109/192/57,5cm      

type 30
//
109/128/43cm      

43
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MADRAS system

A home library in bright Latte Oak combined with decorative 
features in Metallic Champagne will create a unique atmosphere 
for the room, where you can relax forgetting about all your problems.

See also
the MADRAS bedroom p. 80

BODY/FRONT/FEATURES
Latte oak/Latte oak/Metallic Champagne

      type  01L vitrine
type 11 book case x2 

type 01P vitrine



MESSINA
living room

The Messina collection balances the elegance 
of the dark décor with the modern interior 

of your apartment. The bold Stirling Oak 
beckons with its warmth, which perfectly  
highlights the horizontal lines of the grain. Colour: Stirling Oak

The warm colour will make your living 
room both stylish and cosy.

For more information,
go to www.meblewojcik.pl
www.blog.meblewojcik.com.pl



45
44Colour: Stirling Oak

The furniture’s dark finish gives the entire collection a refined nature. 
Did you know that its colours suit almost all accessories – from raw, stone 

sculptures and pots, to light, glass vases and colourful frames.

Appreciate the 
universal finish





BODY/FRONT/FEATURE
Stirling Oak/Stirling Oak/Cadbury Oak

MESSINA system

Focus on handle-free solutions. The fronts are modern, and are also very
convenient to use. See for yourself!

      type MESK03 cabinet 
type MESP02 hanging shelf 

type MESF02 TV cabinet 
type MESS02  wardrobe

46
47- optional lighting (purchased separately)- left - or right-hand mount 

type MESR01
//
56/198/38cm      

type MESS01
//
56/198/38cm      

type MESV01
//
56/198/38cm      

type MESV02
//
104,5/198/38cm      

type MESS02
//
104,5/198/59,6cm      

type MESF01
//
128,5/48,2/46,6cm      

type MEST01
//
96/49,3/64,8cm      

type MEST03
//
160-200/76,8/90cm      

type MEST02
//
140-180/76,8/85cm      

type MESF02
//
153/48,2/46,6cm      

type MESP02
//
144,6/25,9/20,9cm      

type MESP01
//
121,1/25,9/20,9cm      

type MESK01
//
153/86/42cm      

type MESK03
//
86,6/123,1/38cm      

type MESV03
//
104,5/123,1/38cm      

type MESK02
//
104,5/86/42cm      



Colour: Laredo Pine

living room/dining room
PELLO

A perfect collection to change a small space 
into a cosy and functional interior. The pine 

contours of the bodies and fronts will suit any 
room. With its dark tones, the Pello system is 

perfect combined with bright wall colours

walls and accessories. It’ll make your 
room look bigger, and the furniture 
won’t overwhelm the room.

Halogen lighting for 
selected elements - 
optional



Colour: Laredo Pine

Small interiors can be challenging to arrange. To ensure that 
they are functional and to avoid decreasing their limited 

space, you should focus on getting the right furniture. 
Be inspired by our Pello collection and its compact pieces.

A practical, comfortable 
and functional solution for 

lovers of modern interiors 
those who live in 

small spaces
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- optional lighting (purchased separately)- left- or right-hand mount 

PELLO system

An elegant office in a classic and stylish dark colour will meet the 
expectations of even the most exacting customers. Your home 
office can look like this. It’ll be functional and elegant, and 
everything will have its place.

See also the PELLO 
bedroom p. 82

BODY/FRONT
Laredo Pine/Laredo Pine
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type 01
//
50/200/40cm      

type 10
//
50/200/40cm      

type 11
//
50/200/40cm      

type 40
//
165,3/92,9/40cm      

type 70
//
110/48/70cm      

type 71
//
75/48/75cm      

type 75
//
140-180/77/85cm      

type 80
//
135,3/74,8/65cm      

type 41
//
135,3/92,9/40cm      

type 42
//
135,3/92,9/40cm      

type 50
//
165,3/51,1/45cm      

type 60
//
165,3/62/22cm      

type 51
//
135,3/51,1/45cm      

type 61
//
135,3/62/22cm      

type 20
//
83/200/58cm      

type 21
//
95/200/95cm      

type 30
//
83/113,9/40cm      

type 31
//
83/113,9/40cm      

type 32
//
40/113,9/40cm      

      type  31 cabinet
type 61 hanging shelf 

type 80 desk
type 11 book case
type 10 book case



an intriguing effect. The entire collection has 
44 pieces, which you can use to arrange 
almost any room in your home. Whether it be 
the foyer, bathroom, living room, dining room, 
child’s room or bedroom, you can arrange 
the entire house in the Provencal style.

Colour: Sibiu Larch

living room/dining room
PROVENCE

This collection is a combination of an idyllic 
Provencal atmosphere, with a hint of 

modernity.The classic, whitewashed fronts 
are combined with simple, dark countertops 

and rustic, metal handles - creating

Dojo lighting
- for selected elements 
optional



Colour: Sibiu Larch

Not only because you can place an intriguing decoration on the 
countertop (a hanging element would look great above it), but 
mainly because of its great functionality. Provence offers a wide 

range of cabinets with a width of up to 180cm!

Cabinet – the undisputed 
queen of the living room
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A return to grace
Nothing brings families together more than feasting together, 
especially in a pleasant, rustic setting. The stylish sideboard will 
not only fit all your tableware (your everyday settings and those for 
special occasions), but also create a cosy, slightly rustic atmosphere.



      
PVV16M
//
168,2/142,5/42cm      

      
PVV15M
//
126,9/142,5/42cm      

      
PVV06M
//
103,5/142,5/42cm      

      
PVK06M
//
71,2/142,5/42cm      

            
PVV04M
//
71,2/200/42cm      

      
PVS06M
//
71,2/200/42cm      

      
PVV10M
//
98,1/200/42cm      

BODY/FRONT
Sibiu Larch/Sibiu Larch
Features: Cadbury Oak

PROVENCE system

When arranging our interiors, we want to create a unique, personalised space. 
Thanks to an extremely wide range of pieces, the Provence collection means 
that you can create many different arrangements throughout the apartment.

NEW PRODUCT

See also
the youth room p. 108

See also
the PROVENCE foyer p. 118

PVV21M 
//
98,1/104/30cm      

PVK03M
//
112,6/83,6/42cm      

PVK01M
//
153,9/83,6/42/cm      

PVV08M
//
153,9/83,6/42cm      

PVK09M   
//
180,7/83,6/42cm      

PVF02M
//
153,9/64,4/42cm      

PVF01M
//
126,9/42/42cm      

PVT05M
//
105/50,5/70cm      

PVT01M
//
160-200/77,1/90cm      

PVT02M
//
160/46,3/37cm      

PVV20M
//
56,8/104/30cm      

PVP04M
//
125,7/40/21,6cm      

PVP01M
//
125,7/18/21,6cm      

PVL01M
//
138,1/75/1,8cm      

- optional lighting (purchased separately)- left - or right-hand mount 55
54

See also
the PROVENCE bathroom p. 122

  PVV10M vitrine
PVL01M mirror

PVK09M cabinet



For an apartment to be inviting, you should 
focus on natural and warm shades, imaginative 
accessories, and bright colours. In such spaces, 
the best ideas would be beige tones, delicate, 
light browns that remind you of a fresh cup of 
coffee with milk, and subtle decorations
in chocolate shades. You just want to be here!

living room/dining room
SHETLAND

A small space is enough. It’s not the amount 
of space you have that makes your loved 

ones sit with you until the wee hours - it’s 
a nice atmosphere, comfort, and a cosy 

interior decorated tastefully and with style.

For more inspiration,
go to www.meblewojcik.pl
www.blog.meblewojcik.com.pl
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Colour: Shetland Oak

living room/dining room
SHETLAND

The elegant bodies made of thick laminated 
board make them seem solid and raw. The 

grey recesses in some elements contrast 
against the entire collection in Shetland Oak, 

inspired by nature. Thanks to its natural shades,

the Shetland collection is ideal in darker 
interiors. Its larger bodies with a trendy, 
horizontal grain pattern are reminiscent of 
Scandinavian style - a raw and natural, yet 
elegant combination.

Prismatic lighting 
for selected elements 
- optional



Colour: Shetland Oak

Shetland is a wealth of cabinets in different sizes, with generous drawers. 
You’ll no longer run out of storage space. Additionally, the tinted glass 

of the vitrines (antisol bronze) will subtly show off your knick-knacks.

A stylish display and plenty 
of storage spaces
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- optional lighting (purchased separately)-  left- or right-hand mount

type 01
//
66/197/40cm      

type 10
//
56/197/40cm      

type 11
//
56/197/40cm      

type 12
//
86/197/40cm      

type 20
//
86/197/58cm      

type 21
//
98,5/197/98,5cm      

type 31
//
86/132,1/40cm      

type 32
//
86/123,2/40cm      

type 41
//
156/86,8/40cm      

type 42
//
136/86,8/40cm      

type 43
//
136/86,8/40cm      

type 35
//
56/132,1/40cm      

type 51
//
136/59,3/40cm      

type 52
//
136/41,1/40cm      

type 71
//
75/48,5/75cm      

type 76
//
90-180/77/90cm      

type 80
//
136/76,5/60cm      

type 61
//
136/30/25cm      
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SHETLAND system

A fold-out table is great for owners of small apartments, 
where every square inch matters. There’s comfort and 
functionality, as well as plenty of layout options, thanks 
to inclusion of multi-functional solutions in the furniture.

      type  76 fold-out table 
type 01 vitrine x2

BODY/FRONT/RECESSES
Shetland Oak/Shetland Oak/Grey



Colour: San Remo

living room/dining room
SUMMER

A collection inspired by natural wood. The 
distinctively milled handles strikingly resemble 

grains. Lovers of nature and impressive interiors 
will appreciate the atmosphere of a living room 

or bedroom decorated in this way San Remo

suits both warmer and cooler shades. 
Turquoise, ocean, cobalt, emerald 
and ruby will all be interesting. 
Olive and aubergine will also match.

LED or Prismatic lighting
- optional - 
two types to choose from



Colour: San Remo

The modern system of hidden guides will ensure smooth movement 
and convenience, so that even heavily loaded drawers will move 
smoothly and gently. Additionally, the hinges have an integrated 

moderator that eliminates unnecessary noise when closing.

Soft close - this is more 
than just another 

great feature
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- optional lighting (purchased separately)- left - or right-hand mount 

type 01L
//
54/196,5/39,9cm      

type 32
//
86/130,8/39,9cm      

type 43
//
150/92,1/39,9cm      

type 51
//
150/53,5/39,9cm      

type 52
//
150/49,8/39,9cm      

type 71
//
75/48/75cm      

type 75
//
140-180/77/85cm      

type 33
//
86/119,4/39,9cm      

type 40
//
168/92,1/39,9cm      

type 41
//
150/92,1/39,9cm      

type 42 
//
150/92,1/39,9cm      

type 01P
//
54/196,5/39,9cm      

type 06
//
86/196,5/39,9cm      

type 10
//
54/196,5/39,9cm      

type 20
//
86/196,5/57,9cm      

type 30
//
86/138,8/39,9cm      

type 31
//
86/122,8/39,9cm      

type 61
//
150/6/25cm      
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type 80
//
128/76/59,9cm      

SUMMER system

An idea of how to design your living room using a system inspired by natural wood. 
Bodies and fronts in bright San Remo will be perfect for the living room or small 
spaces. The bright tones of the furniture, combined with white walls will make 
the room appear bigger, making it warm and cosy.

BODY/FRONT/FEATURES
San Remo/San Remo/Arusha Wenge

See also
the SUMMER bedroom p. 84

      type 32 cabinet
type 61 hanging shelf 

type 51 TV cabinet 
type 10 chiffonier



living room/dining room
TORONTO

A combination of modern interiors with 
touches of wood? This is an extremely 

effective idea that will bring an elegant and 
stylish atmosphere to any home. Don’t be 
afraid to experiment, and choose elegant

furniture, whose white tones contrast with 
classic features in warm and natural shades. 
Make your interior unique!

MTP Gold Medal
at the 2016 MEBLE POLSKA Furniture Fair



67
66MTP Gold Medal

at the 2016 MEBLE POLSKA Furniture Fair



of a stylish and modern interior. It’s also a great 
alternative for smaller spaces - all thanks to the 
gloss white fronts that make the room appear 
larger.

Feature colour: Rustic San Remo

living room/dining room
TORONTO

What makes the collection stand out are the 
MDF fronts in gloss white, the elegant features 

in Rustic San Remo, and extremely eye-
catching LED backlighting. The system is an 

ideal solution for all those who dream

LED lighting integrated
into the body



Feature colour: Rustic San Remo

The Toronto collection can be shown off by those who want their 
furniture to be statement pieces. It’s impossible to pass by such 

a space and remain indifferent.

Every interior deserves 
furniture with accessories 

that make it unique
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Soft-close doors 
and drawers

With comfort of use in mind, the collection has a covered 
drawer runner system. The runners provide a smooth and 

gentle motion, even with high loads. Another advantage is 
the use of soft closing’ and hinges with an in-built moderator. 

Assembly of all the components is quick and easy.



- optional lighting (purchased separately) - left - or right-hand mount 

            
type TOV 02
//
57,9/195,5/42,2cm      

type TOK 05
//
190/84,5/42,2cm      

type TOK 01
//
140/52,5/45,2cm      

type TOK 02
//
190/52,5/45,2cm      

type TOT 06
//
67/48/67cm      

type TOT 02
//
160/75,5/90cm      

type TOK 04
//
140/84,5/42,2cm      

type TOK 03
//
140/84,5/42,2cm      

type TOK 09
//
140/84,5/42,2cm      

type TOK 10
//
140/84,5/42,2cm      

type TOV 06
//
105/195,5/42,2cm      

type TOP 07
//
140/93/19.5cm      

      
type TOP 06
//
190/93/19.5cm      

      
type TOV 01
//
99,9/145,5/42,2cm      

type TOK 07
//
100/145,5/42,2cm      

type TOS 04
//
99,9/195,5/56,2cm      

      
type TOS 01
//
57,9/195,5/42,2cm      

type TOP 02
//
165/25/20,7cm      

type TOP 01
//
125/25/20,7cm      
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- lighting integrated into the body - LED FLEX strip

TORONTO system

The living room doesn’t have to be boring! Furniture in Alpine White
combined with glass, lit-up shelves will bring your space to life.

BODY/FRONT/FEATURES
White/Gloss White/Rustic San Remo

  type TOP 06 panel 
type TOK 02 TV cabinet
type TOV 01 low vitrine



MTP Gold Medal
at the 2010 MEBLE POLSKA Furniture Fair

colour. This combination will create an elegant 
and classic atmosphere in any room. It’s great 
combined with light greys, ecru, and warm 
beiges.

Colour: Wenge Amario

living room/dining room
VENTI

The dark Amario Wenge of the furniture 
combined with metallic accessories is ideally 

suited to the living room, elegant dining room, 
chic office or timeless bedroom. The furniture 

is perfect for bright interiors due to its dark

Halogen lighting for 
selected elements - 
optional



Colour: Wenge Amario

Details are the icing on the cake of any stylish furniture. Subtle metallic 
inserts and their corresponding handles in the Venti collection provide 

the perfect addition to any interior arrangement.

The carefully selected 
features – top panels 

with metallic inserts and 
decorative mouldings – 

suit perfectly
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- optional lighting (purchased separately)-  left - or right - hand mount 

type 30
//
137,8/126,4/35cm      

type 31
//
98,3/126,4/35cm      

type 34
//
98,3/126,4/35cm      

type 40
//
177,3/94,4/45cm      

BODY/FRONT
Amario Wenge/Amario Wenge

type 01
//
58,8/193/35cm      

type 02
//
83,2/193/35cm      

type 05
//
98,3/193/35cm      

type 10
//
58,8/193/35cm      

type 11
//
58,8/193/35cm      

type 12
//
58,8/193/35cm      

type 20
//
98,3/193/58cm      

type 45
//
177,3/94,4/45cm      

type 41
//
137,8/94,4/45cm      

type 42
//
58,8/94,4/45cm      

type 51
//
137,8/46,4/45cm      

type 60
//
137,8/36/25cm      

type 70
//
75/48/75cm      

type 71
//
120/48/70cm      

type 75
//
140-180/76,3/80cm      

type 80
//
163,8/78,4/70cm      
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VENTI system

Your House – you always want it to look special. The Venti collection has 
everything you need to make it so. The decorative frames of the fronts 
blend perfectly with the metal handles and decorative vitrine glass.



Bedrooms

MAKE SURE THAT 
YOU ASSOCIATE 
YOUR MORNING 
WAKE UP WITH YOUR 
COMFORTABLE BED

The bedroom is one of the most important rooms in the 
house. It’s where you rest, sleep, and regain energy for 
the next day. It’s also a very intimate place, just for you 
and your loved ones. Design it so that you don’t want 
to leave it.

The bedroom is a place where you rest, so it’s best to use 
peaceful, bright colours on the walls. A fluffy carpet and 
thick curtains will be the perfect addition.

Remember that to achieve a great atmosphere in the bedroom, 
you need not only the right colour, furniture and lighting, but also 
accessories. Linen, a throw, or cushions will transform an ordinary 
room into an impressive bedroom.

WE ADVISE YOU
HOW TO START PLANNING
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type 22
//
163,9/209,1/58,9cm      

LINATE
The Linate programme is a combination of 

original and sophisticated solutions. Do you 
love unique decorations? The system meets 

customer expectations by creating pieces 
that will make your bedroom unique

The Linate bedside table received the 
Gold Grand Prix Medal in Readers’ Ranking of 
the magazine ‚Czas na Wnętrze’ in 2014.

and beautiful. You don’t have to wake your 
loved one when you get up in the morning 
and get ready to leave. Your furniture’s soft 
closing means that you can leave easily 
and unnoticed.bedroom



type 97
//
145,2/88,5/206,4cm
(raised frame,
bed available without mattress)

type 23
//
218,5/209,1/58,9cm      

type 44
//
96/86,3/41,9cm      

type 95
//
50/77,7/35,9cm      

type 96
//
50/40,5/41,9cm      

type 91
//
145,6/88,2/205,9cm
(bed available
without frame or mattress)

type 92
//
165,6/88,2/205,9cm
(bed available
without frame or mattress)

type 93
//
185,6/88,2/205,9cm
(bed available
without frame or mattress)

type 94
//
165,2/88,5/206,4cm
(raised frame,
bed available without mattress)
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- left - or right-hand mount     - optional lighting (purchased separately)



MADRAS
Do you want a remarkable bedroom with 

original decorations? The Madras system is 
for you! The beds and wardrobes in delicate 

tones will help you create an elegant and 
original bedroom space. Elegant from the 

For more inspiration,
go to www.meblewojcik.pl
www.blog.meblewojcik.com.pl

outside, with many secrets hidden inside...
See your wardrobe in a new light!

type 22
//
165/200/63,3cm      

bedroom



type 23
//
200/200/63,3cm      

type 44
//
109,2/82/43cm      

type 91
//
145,6/90/212cm
(drawer included
without frame or mattress)

type 92
//
165,6/90/212cm
(drawer included
without frame or mattress)

type 95L
//
59,7/41/43cm

type 95P
//
59,7/41/43cm

The system has decorative features Metallic Champagne 
and ergonomic handle-free solutions. The body and fronts

 are made of laminated board in Latte Oak, and create 
a bedroom that’s cosy and warm.

The decorative 
features and handle-free 

solutions will make your 
bedroom modern 

and impressive
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- optional lighting (purchased separately)



bedroom
PELLO

The Pello bedroom is a continuation of 
the popular day programme. With the 

additional system, customers can enjoy 
a variety of pieces, depending on their 

dimensions and functionality. A home

For more inspiration,
go to www.meblewojcik.pl
www.blog.meblewojcik.com.pl

retreat - practical, comfortable and functional. 
In the midst of duties and the rush of everyday 
life, everyone dreams of a cosy spot in the 
house, where they can have some peace 
and tranquillity at least for a little while.
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Classic, elegant décor and modern, handle-free solutions are the key 
to a beautiful and unique bedroom. The system uses handle-free 

solutions, which ensure that each element is functional and modern. 
Additionally, they’ll give your stylish bedroom a hint of chic.

Elegant and modern – 
a bedroom that 
combines styles

type 22
//
155,3/220/58cm      

type 23
//
208/220/58cm      

type 31
//
83/113,9/40cm      

type 91
//
146/75/205,6cm
(two drawers included
mounted on either side of the bed
without frame or mattress)

    

typ 92
//
166/75/205,6cm
(two drawers included
mounted on either side of the bed
without frame or mattress)

 

type 95
//
40/52/40cm

- optional lighting (purchased separately)



SUMMER
Fronts and bodies in San Remo, inspired 

by natural wood, milled handles, wooden 
headboard supports, and soft closing are just 

a few of the many elements that make this 
elegant collection stand out. Have you had

For more inspiration,
go to www.meblewojcik.pl
www.blog.meblewojcik.com.pl

enough of sleepless nights? You don’t have 
anywhere to put your knick-knacks? Choose 
a bed with a raised frame from the Summer 
collection and forget about the problems 
that make you lose sleep.

type 22
//
150/218/60cm      

bedroom



type 23
//
199,9/218/60cm      

type 34
//
86/101,6/39,9cm      

type 44
//
125,7/83,8/39,9cm      

type 91
//
146/99/222cm
(raised frame,
without mattress)
  

TWO UPHOLSTERY OPTIONS
HEADBOARD SELECTION
Fabric/Ecoleather

type 95L
//
54/42/41,2cm

type 95P
//
54/42/41,2cm

type 92
//
166/99/222cm
(raised frame,
without mattress)
     

With the new Summer collection, every item in your home will 
have its place. This is all thanks to a functional bed with a raised 

frame that’ll become your best friend and will help you keep 
your home in order.

A bed with a raised frame 
guarantees convenient 

storage space
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- optional lighting (purchased separately)



Children’s and youth rooms

A children’s room is a place for fun, relaxation and learning. 
A zone where dreams are born, plans are made, and the 
imagination gets aroused. Make your child’s room inspire 
them to explore the world, face challenges, and realise
their dreams!

DIFFERENT
PERSONALITIES, 
THE SAME 
NEEDS

The children’s and youth room is your child’s oasis. It has to be bright 
and cosy to encourage relaxation and learning. Start by choosing 
the colour scheme. Bright colours work best - light beiges, pinks, 
light blues and cosy, warm greens. The colours shouldn’t be 
distracting or tiring.

Since this is a children’s room, let your child help you choose the 
colours, pick accessories and furniture - let it be a fun time you share!

WE ADVISE YOU
HOW TO START PLANNING
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ALIEN
the youth room

Alien is a pleasant combination of functionality,
simple solutions and modern design. The 
collection has unique hanging cabinets, 

generous cabinets, book cases and 
wardrobes that’ll help maintain order in Colour: Matera

your  teenager’s room. A comfortable desk 
that’s perfectly suited to the needs of a young 
person will help facilitate learning.

For more inspiration,
go to www.meblewojcik.pl
www.blog.meblewojcik.com.pl
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88Colour: Matera

Alien gives those who love to play with colours room to show off. Three 
strip colours* between the fronts, sets of colourful stickers, and three colour 

options for the hanging cabinet front will give you endless possibilities for 
the youth room. If you get bored of your original design, simply remove the 

stickers or replace them with others.

* All strip colours are included.

Decorate your furniture using 
your imagination



ALIEN system

- left - or right-hand mount

type ALIP01
//
80/20/20cm      

type ALIK02
//
82,9/92,5/40cm      

type ALIK03
//
122,6/76,5/40cm      

type ALIK01
//
82,9/108,5/40cm      

type ALIR01
//
43,2/180,9/40cm      

type ALIS01
//
43,2/180,9/40cm      

type ALIS03
//
96,5/180,9/96,5cm      

type ALIS02
//
85,6/180,9/60cm      



BODY/FRONT
Graphite/Graphite/
Matera

HANGING 
CABINET
FRONT/
STRIPS
Turquoise
Orange
Green

The youth room is a place where your teenager is supposed to 
feel good. Play around with the design. Let the design reflect 
the interests, passions and character of the person living in it. 

After all, it’s refuge, a place of relaxation and study room, 
so it must be pleasant and unique!

A room with many functions
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type ALIL01
//
98,8/66,1/205,6cm
(drawer included; without frame or mattress; mattress dim. 90x200cm)     

type ALIB01
//
123,2/75/60cm      

type ALIK05
//
43,2/54,1/40cm      

SPACE sticker (stickers 
sold separately)

MARS sticker (stickers 
sold separately)

type ALIF01
//
122,6/36,1/40cm      

type ALIH01
//
43,2/40/30cm      

type ALIX01 turquoise 
front for cabinet ALIH01
//
39,4/36,1/1,8cm      

type ALIX01 orange front 
for cabinet ALIH01
//
39,4/36,1/1,8cm      

type ALIX01 green front 
for cabinet ALIH01
//
39,4/36,1/1,8cm      



Award of the Readers of
Feature colour: San Remo
the magazine 
Czas na Wnętrze

AMAZON
youth room

This is a combination of gloss white and 
coloured features in San Remo oak. 

What sets the collectionapart is the boxes 
inside the furniture that reflect current 
global trends. The collection gives an Colour of the features: San Remo 

endless number of design options. It’s ideal 
for both girls and boys. This is all thanks to 
the handles, which come in four colours. 
Decorate your children’s room in a beautiful, 
fairy-tale style.
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The cabinet that functions as a wardrobe is great for 
anyone who seeks ergonomic and modern solutions.

A cabinet that functions 
as a wardrobe? 

It’s possible!



type 31
//
81/115,7/40,2cm      

type 32
//
81/115,7/40,2cm      

type 10
//
48/190,8/40,2cm      

type 11
//
48/190,8/40,2cm

type 20
//
81/190,8/52,4cm

type 21
//
96,5/190,8/96,5cm

type 30
//
105,5/115,7/52,4cm

AMAZON system

- left - or right-hand mount - optional lighting (purchased separately)



type 33
//
48/115,7/40,2cm      

type 36
//
90,7/97,1/40,2cm      

type 41
//
126,2/79,4/40,2cm      

type 61
//
110/20/20cm      

type 60
//
81/20/20cm      

type 81
//
110/75,5/60cm      

type 98
//
64,4/93,5/123,4cm      

type 99
//
61.3/20/118cm      

type 85
//
45,6/63,5/45,6cm      

type 95
//
45,6/42,2/40,2cm      

type 90
//
100,6/76,3/204,8cm
without frame or mattress;
with the option of an additional pull-out 
bed, main mattress 90x200
extra mattress 80x190x15max

type 62
//
70/18,6/15,6cm      

BODY/FRONT/FEATURES
White/Gloss White/San Remo

And let’s not forget that it must also look good. It would also be great 
if it had a cabinet or small book case in the set. Amazon has all of this

- a cot with up to three adjustable mattress levels, wooden removable 
rungs, and the option of a slide-out drawer on wheels. Plus, there are 

almost 20 pieces in the system to help you create a unique design 
for both boys and girls.

A cot for a new member 
of the household is a difficult 
choice, because it must be 

safe and practical

95
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orange lime lilac opalino



ANGEL
the youth room

The collection features stylish White Craft Oak, 
which imitates white-washed wood. The system 

also features a horizontal grain on the fronts, 
and handle-free solutions. The stylish and 

fashionable, yet neutral colour scheme used Wybarwienie: Dąb White Craft

in the system provides endless design options. 
If the need arises, you can easily transform your 
child’s room in a stylish room for a teenager.



You don’t need a lot of room - just a cot with three adjustable 
mattress levels and removable rungs, which, thanks to the 

additional drawer on wheels, is also a practical storage space 
for baby accessories. If you need to fit more things, you have 

almost 20 pieces in the collection that you can use when 
the time comes to transform the baby corner into 

a kindergartener’s room.

The Angel programme 
is also perfect for 
a baby’s corner

97
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type 10
//
56/190,5/40,2cm      

type 11
//
56/190,5/40,2cm      

type 20
//
84/190,5/58,2cm      

type 21
//
96/190,5/96cm      

type 31
//
84/130,7/40,2cm      

type 32
//
84/130,7/40,2cm      

type 33
//
84/116,3/40,2cm      

type 35
//
56/116,3/40,2cm      

ANGEL system

- optional lighting (purchased separately)- left - or right-hand mount



type 41
//
118,7/76,5/40,2cm      

type 42
//
118,7/76,5/40,2cm      

type 43
//
84/76,5/40,2cm      

type 44
//
84/76,5/40,2 cm      

type 80
//
118,7/76,5/60cm      

type 90
//
95,8/80,5/206,1cm
without frame or mattress;
with the option of an additional pull-out bed,
main mattress 90x200, extra mattress 80x190x15max

The bed has a fully extendable drawer, making it an interesting solution. 
It’s the perfect alternative to a bunk bed. The drawer on wheels provides 

additional sleeping space if you ever need it! And, if you don’t see the 
need, you can always use it as a practical and generous 

storage compartment.

The pull-out drawer can 
be a great place to 
sleep for your child’s 

young guests
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type 95
//
49,1/37,6/40,2cm

type 99
//
61,3/20/118cm      

type 98
//
64,4/93,5/123,4cm      

type 60
//
118,7/83,2/25,2cm      

type 62
//
84/21,6/25cm      

type 61
//
118,7/21,6/25cm      



different from pieces chosen by adults, 
which are more serious. This means that 
your teenager can remain independent 
and demonstrate their independence 
both from parents and younger siblings.

CAYMAN
the youth room

If your child has grown out of stickers and 
toys, the CAYMAN programme is the ideal 
solution. There’s nothing childish about the 
furniture in this collection that a teenager
could find too infantile however, it’s also

Colour of the features:
Maracaibo

For more inspiration, 
go to www.meblewojcik.pl
www.blog.meblewojcik.com.pl
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How can you tame the chaos in your teenager’s room? 
With spaces in which you can hide all their knick-knacks. 

Note the large (120cm-wide) practical bed with a drawer, 
which can be used as both storage for linen, as well as for 

their favourite trinkets.

Cayman has many 
interesting solutions!



CAYMAN system

- left - or right-hand mount

type CAYK01
//
115/83,5/40cm      

type CAYK04
//
115/116/40cm      

type CAYR01
//
48,9/198,3/36cm      

type CAYS01
//
48,9/198,3/36cm      

type CAYS02
//
106,4/198,3/57,2cm      

type CAYS03
//
151,7/198,3/57,2cm      

type CAYK02
//
94,4/83,5/40cm      

- optional lighting (purchased separately)



To create a seamless space, try modern graphics, 
posters and accessories in yellow or red, which will 

complement the bold design.

The is an ideal solution 
for teenagers

103
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type CAYB01
//
115/74/57,6cm      

type CAYK03P
//
55,6/39,9/38cm      

type CAYK03L
//
55,6/39,9/38cm      

type CAYL01
//
95,1/90,9/211,3cm
(drawer included; without frame or mattress)

type CAYL02
//
125,1/90,9/211,3cm
(drawer included; without frame or mattress)

type CAYF01
//
128,1/55,5/38,4cm      

type CAYP01
//
115/16/21,6cm      



HOBBY
youth room

The collection is characterised by the unique 
colour Wild Oak made of laminated board, 

and handle-free solutions. Another great 
feature is the ability to choose the fronts, 

which are available in five exciting colours. Colour: Wild Oak

Fall in love with the collection, which changes
along with your needs. The multifunctional 
pieces make it easy for you to arrange 
a room for both small children and youth.



Colour: Wild Oak

The system has many design options for your youth room. A stylish 
bed with the option of an additional bed unit is one of them.

Multifunctional furniture 
that takes up little space?

It’s possible!

105
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type 10
//
50/194/40cm      

type 11
//
50/194/40cm      

type 12
//
88/194/40cm      

type 20
//
89,2/194/54cm      

type 21
//
95/194/95cm      

type 30
//
89,2/132,1/40cm      

type 31
//
89,2/132,1/40cm      

type 32
//
50/132,1/40cm      

type 33
//
88/115,7/40cm      

HOBBY system

- optional lighting (purchased separately)-  left - or right-hand mount



type 41
//
125,7/77,7/40cm      

type 42
//
88/77,7/40cm      

type 71
//
75/47,1/75cm      

type 81
//
126/75,7/60cm      

type 85
//
41,5/59/40,2cm      

type 90
//
96,6/80/206 cm
without frame or mattress;
with the option of an additional pull-out bed,
main mattress 90x200, extra mattress 80x190x15max

type 95
//
50/41,2/40cm

type 61
//
126/26/24,6cm      

Up to five front colours to 
choose from. Have fun with 

colours – combine and 
change them!

BODY/FRONT
Wild Oak

FRONT
Purple
Vanilla
Brown
Turquoise

107
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a bed, a desk and ingenious hanging vitrines. 
Depending on your needs and the type of 
room, each design can be different.PROVENCE

youth room
The charm of this collection lies in its universality 
depending on the wall colours and accessories 

you use, you can design your kindergartener’s 
room or a stylish and cosy teenager’s space. 

You have generous cabinets, wardrobes,  Colour: Sibiu Larch

For more inspiration,
go to www.meblewojcik.pl
www.blog.meblewojcik.com.pl
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The cabinets in the Provence collection are impressive and 
extremely roomy. The good organisation of space inside the 
wardrobe means that everything will find its place, and the 

soft-close door will simplify use.

Generous wardrobe - 
not just for clothes



PROVENCE system

- optional lighting (purchased separately)- left - or right-hand mount

PVK15M
//
56,8/112,7/42cm      

PVK13M
//
98,1/42/42cm      

PVK14M
//
139,4/42/42cm      

            
PVP08M
//
139,4/65,6/30cm      

      
PVP07M
//
98,1/65,6/30cm      

PVS04M
//
116,1/200/60cm      

PVS05M
//
166,4/200/60cm      

NEW PRODUCT



BODY/FRONT/FEATURES
Sibiu Larch/Sibiu Larch/Cadbury Oak

PVB01M
//
125/75,5/55cm      

PVK16M
//
46,2/55,7/42cm      

PVK17M
//
56,8/63/42cm      

PVL03M
//
97,1/93,6/210,3cm      

PVL04M
//
147,2/93,6/210,3cm      

Optimal combinations

111
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The dark countertop made of laminated board is well suited for the 
desk, which can also be combined with the roomy container 
on wheels. If the room lacks space, the mobile container can 

also serve as a bedside table if necessary. 



Additional furniture: foyer, bathroom

Foyer – this is 
where you greet
and say goodbye 
to your guests, it’s 
where you wait 
for the return of your 
loved ones, it’s where 
your home begins

FOYER
Arrange your foyer so that it’s functional and spacious. Remember that 
the design should match the style, colour scheme and furniture of the 
rest of your home. When furnishing a space, go for functional, sleek 
furniture, that won’t dominate the (often small) foyer. Try bright lighting 
and choose the right flooring. Remember - it must be wear-resistant, 
easy to clean, and match the rest of the space in the apartment.

BATHROOM
Even the smallest bathroom can be a functional and elegant. Start 
with a good layout. Draw up a bathroom plan and arrange the 
fitting you want to fit in it. Take advantage of all the nooks and 
crannies. If you don’t have room, think about moving the washing 
machine to the kitchen. You’ll gain more space for cabinets or 
a large mirror to visually enlarge the room.

WE ADVISE YOU
HOW TO START PLANNING
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IMPERIAL
Remember the Imperial collection in the living 

room? The foyer is a continuation of this 
popular programme. The Imperial system is 

the quintessence of class and style, which is 
why it’s perfectly suited to any home. 

For more inspiration,
go to www.meblewojcik.pl
www.blog.meblewojcik.com.pl

The foyer furniture from the Imperial collection 
will help tame chaos. The colour Imperial 
Walnut makes the system suitable for both 
bright and dark walls and rooms.

foyer



type 19
//
50/195/60,5cm      

type 20
//
80/195/60,8cm      

type 21
//
93/195/93cm      

type 41
//
140/89,3/45,3cm      

type 111
//
110/195/37,5cm      

You don’t need much to create a stylish and unique space. 
Use the Imperial collection and your guests will rave about the 

elegance and class of your apartment as soon as they see it.

Elegance and 
functionality hidden 
in every square inch

115
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- left - or right-hand mount



LINATE
The Linate foyer is a continuation of the 
popular day programme. Do you want 

to decorate your home in one style, 
without giving up your favourite 

furniture? This is now possible. 

For more inspiration,
go to www.meblewojcik.pl
www.blog.meblewojcik.com.pl

Use the Linate programme in the foyer 
and living room to create seamless 
harmony in your home. Do you have 
a small apartment? Linate in Alpine 
White combined with bright walls will
visually enlarge your space.

foyer



type 25
//
84,9/194,5/36,9cm      

type 115
//
88/194/35cm      

type 35
//
109,4/86,5/41,9cm      

type 67
//
164/54,7/41,9cm      

type 122
//
109,4/68,7/1,9cm      

type 121
//
164/68,7/1,9cm      

A foyer furnished with the Linate collection will set an atmosphere of 
modernity right from the entrance. It’s an interesting idea, especially 

for those who follow the latest trends.

The foyer is the showcase 
of your home. Class and 

elegance as soon as 
your enter
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PROVENCE
Because it’s the showcase of your home, 

it’s important that the foyer combines two 
elements - aesthetics and functionality. With 
its light colours and many roomy pieces, the 

Provence collection is ideal for both small

For more inspiration,
go to www.meblewojcik.pl
www.blog.meblewojcik.com.pl

and large spaces. Find even more storage 
room, since order means more space for 
you and your family. Remember that you 
can make a first impression only once.

foyer



A foyer should have the ability to fit many coats and shoes, 
so that you’re not greeted by a mess. A mirror is also a great 
idea, because it not only visually enlarges the space, but will 

also show you how you look before leaving.

A well-organised 
foyer

119
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- left - or right-hand mount

PVK11M
//
116,1/83,6/42cm      

PVL02M
//
114,9/92,9/15cm      

PVK12M
//
116,1/48,1/42cm      

PVP06M
//
114,9/103,6/28cm      

PVS02M
//
71,2/200/42cm

PVS03M
//
98,1/200/42cm      



LINATE
White combined with darker features in truffle 

is an ideal combination for a unique and 
stylish bathroom. White bathroom furniture 

combined with a light floor or walls will 
optically enlarge any room and make it

For more inspiration,
go to www.meblewojcik.pl
www.blog.meblewojcik.com.pl

chic and modern. If you prefer a pinch 
of madness, combine white furniture with 
colourful walls, which will give life and 
vigour to any room.

bathroom



type 156L
//
40/68,6/30,9cm      

type 156P
//
40/68,6/30,9cm      

type 150
//
80/68,2/47,6cm
(basin included
with cabinet type 150)
     

type 155L
//
40/176/30,9cm

type 155P
//
40/176/30,9cm

type 157L
//
40/68,6/21,9cm      

type 157P
//
40/68,6/21,9cm      

type 160
//
80/68,5/15,9cm
(lighting - optional)      

Linate is a great solution for anyone who is faced with the difficult 
choice of using only one specific style in their home. The system is 

both elegant and modern, so you don’t have to choose.

A modern, elegant interior – 
this could be your bathroom!

121
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- optional lighting (purchased separately)



PROVENCE
Let’s face it - getting out of bed at dawn, we’re 
not always full of positive energy. It’s nice to go 

to a place that welcomes you with warmth and 
a cosy atmosphere. Provence furniture will 

transform your bathroom into such a place. 

For more inspiration,
go to www.meblewojcik.pl
www.blog.meblewojcik.com.pl

This furniture allures with its warm tones and 
is an impressive decoration on its own.

bathroom



PVP02L
//
48,4/77,5/30cm

PVP01L
//
81,3/77,4/25cm

The soft-close drawers and doors will increase the safety of use. 
The mirrored cabinet with integrated structural lighting will make 

you fall in love with your bathroom for its practicality.

Don’t forget 
functionality. 

123
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- left - or right-hand mount    

PVS01L
//
48,4/200/40cm

PVK01L
//
81,3/64,9/40cm

PVK02L
//
48,4/84,5/40cm

- lighting integrated with the body



type 41
//
126,2/79,4/40,2cm      

type 61
//
110/20/20cm      

type 10
//
48/190,8/40,2cm      

type11
//
48/190,8/40,2cm

type 20
//
81/190,8/52,4cm

type 21
//
96,5/190,8/96,5cm

109cm

102cm

ALIEN system

AMAZON system

type 81
//
110/75,5/60cm      

type 85
//
45,6/63,5/45,6cm      

type 90
//
100,6/76,3/204,8cm
Butterfly 1 pocket
without frame or mattress;
with the option of an additional 
pull-out bed,
main mattress 90x200
extra mattress 80x190x15max

type 62
//
70/18,6/15,6cm      

 

BODY/FRONT
Graphite/Graphite/Matera

Includes three strip colours to 
choose from (turquoise, orange, 
and green).

The hanging cabinet fronts 
are available in three colours 
(turquoise, orange, and green).

The stickers are available in two 
options.

BODY/FRONT/FEATURE
White/Gloss White/San Remo Oak

A combination of white and 
a feature in San Remo Oak.

The distinctive boxes placed 
inside the furniturereflect current 
fashionable design trends.

Fronts in gloss white.

Exclusive handle with an a’la 
frosted glass insert, in four colours.

The cabinet, which acts as a 
wardrobe (sliding doors, right/
left-hand mounting of the 
cabinet), is a new alternative 
for your child’s room.

Additional Butterfly lighting can 
be installed on the headboard 
of the bed.

- optional lighting (purchased separately)- left - or right-hand mount 

type ALIH01
//
43,2/40/30cm      

type ALIX01 turquoise 
front for cabinet ALIH01
//
39,4/36,1/1,8cm      

type ALIX01 orange front 
for cabinet ALIH01
//
39,4/36,1/1,8cm      

type ALIX01 green front 
for cabinet ALIH01
//
39,4/36,1/1,8cm      

type ALIR01
//
43,2/180,9/40cm      

type ALIS03
//
96,5/180,9/96,5cm      

type ALIS02
//
85,6/180,9/60cm      

138cm

HANGING CABINET FRONTS/STRIPS
Turquoise/Orange/Green



type 60
//
81/20/20cm      

type 36
//
90,7/97,1/40,2cm      

type 31
//
81/115,7/40,2cm      

type 32
//
81/115,7/40,2cm      

type 33
//
48/115,7/40,2cm      

146cm

71cm

type 30
//
105,5/115,7/52,4cm

type 95
//
45,6/42,2/40,2cm      
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type ALIB01
//
123,2/75/60cm      

type ALIK05
//
43,2/54,1/40cm      

type ALIL01
//
98,8/66,1/205,6cm
(drawer included; without frame 
or mattress; mattress 
dim. 90x200cm)    

type ALIF01
//
122,6/36,1/40cm      

type ALIP01
//
80/20/20cm      

type ALIK02
//
82,9/92,5/40cm      

type ALIK03
//
122,6/76,5/40cm      

type ALIK01
//
82,9/108,5/40cm      

type ALIS01
//
43,2/180,9/40cm      

SPACE sticker (stickers 
sold separately)

MARS sticker (stickers 
sold separately)

type 98
//
64,4/93,5/123,4cm      

type 99
//
61.3/20/118cm      



type 42
//
118,7/76,5/40,2cm      

type 43
//
84/76,5/40,2cm      

type 44
//
84/76,5/40,2cm      

type 80
//
118,7/76,5/60cm      

type 60
//
118,7/83,2/25,2cm      

type 62
//
84/21,6/25cm      

type 61
//
118,7/21,6/25cm      

type 10
//
56/190,5/40,2cm      

type 11
//
56/190,5/40,2cm      

type 20
//
84/190,5/58,2cm      

type 21
//
96/190,5/96cm      

ANGEL system

88cm
BODY/FRONT
White Craft Oak/White Craft Oak

Material: laminated board with 
increased resistance to scratching, 
moisture and high temperatures.

Handle-free system - very safe 
for children.

Fashionable neutral colour 
scheme, which gives many 
design options.

Bed with an additional bed unit
an alternative to a bunk bed. 
Extra mattress dimensions 
190cm x 80cm (max.15cm).

Desk extension - keeping 
everything within reach.

Additional Butterfly lighting can 
be installed on the headboard 
of the bed.

BODY/FRONT
Grey Riviera Oak/Sand

The gloss fronts made of durable 
MDF in warm and natural Sand.

Synchronous table slide with 
a lock.

Fashionable, bright and neutral 
colour scheme, giving many 
design options.

LED LIGHTING UNIT
- optional lighting, recommended 
by the manufacturer (purchased 
separately).

ASPEN system

            
type ASPV02
//
55,3/195,5/40cm
LED lighting unit 2 packets- 
optional lighting

type ASPF03
//
137,2/49,5/48cm      

type ASPF04
//
179,1/36,5/48cm      

      
type ASPR01
//
55,3/195,5/40cm      

      
type ASPS04
//
55,3/195,5/40cm      

      
type ASPV03
//
95,2/195,5/40cm
LED lighting unit 4 packets
- optional lighting
           

62x12cm      
57x15cm      57x15cm      56x15cm      62x12cm      

- optional lighting (purchased separately)- left - or right-hand mount  



type 41
//
118,7/76,5/40,2cm      

type 90
//
95,8/80,5/206,1cm
Butterfly 1pkt
without frame or mattress;
with the option of an additional pull-out bed,
main mattress 90x200
extra mattress 80x190x15max

type 95
//
49,1/37,6/40,2cm

type 31
//
84/130,7/40,2cm      

type 33
//
84/116,3/40,2cm      

type 35
//
56/116,3/40,2cm      

 
104cm

type 32
//
84/130,7/40,2cm      

type ASPP02
//
160/22,9/21,6cm      

type ASPP01
//
120/22,9/21,6cm      

type ASPK03
//
95,2/151,8/40cm      

type ASPK02
//
185/86,3/40cm      

type ASPK01
//
140,1/86,3/40cm      

type ASPT03
//
95,2/40,5/67cm      

type ASPT04
//
140-180/76/85cm      

      
type ASPV01
//
95,2/151,8/40cm 
LED lighting unit 2 packets
- optional lighting

type ASPS02
//
95,2/195,5/60cm      

122cm      
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- lighting integrated into the body

type 99
//
61,3/20/118cm      

type 98
//
64,4/93,5/123,4cm      



type 41
//
125,7/77,7/40cm      

type 42
//
88/77,7/40cm      

type 71
//
75/47,1/75cm      

type 81
//
126/75,7/60cm      

type 61
//
126/26/24,6cm      

type 10
//
50/194/40cm      

type 11
//
50/194/40cm      

type 12
//
88/194/40cm      

type 20
//
89,2/194/54cm      

HOBBY system

 

126cm

BODY/FRONT
Wild Oak/Wild Oak, Brown, Purple, 
Turquoise, Vanilla

Material: laminated board with 
increased resistance to scratching, 
moisture and high temperatures.

Bed with an additional bed unit
- an alternative to a bunk bed. 
Extra mattress dimensions 
- 80cm x 190cm x 15cm max.).

Handle-free system - safe for 
children.

The fronts can be changed over 
- there are five front colours to 
choose from - you can use any 
combination of the individual 
pieces to make your room unique.

Additional Butterfly lighting can 
be installed on the headboard 
of the bed.

CAYMAN system

BODY/FRONT/FEATURES
Ash/Ash/Maracaibo

Material: laminated board with 
increased resistance to scratching, 
moisture and high temperatures.

Trendy, distinctive features 
in Maracaibo.

Distinctive handles with an insert 
in Maracaibo.

Two bed widths to choose from 
- 90 and 120cm.

Additional Butterfly lighting can 
be installed on the headboard 
of the bed.

- left - or right-hand mount  

type CAYB01
//
115/74/57,6cm      

type CAYK03P
//
55,6/39,9/38cm      

type CAYK03L
//
55,6/39,9/38cm      

type CAYL01
//
95,1/90,9/211,3cm
Butterfly 1 pocket
(drawer included;
without frame or mattress)

type CAYS02
//
106,4/198,3/57,2cm      

type CAYS03
//
151,7/198,3/57,2cm      

112cm      159cm      

- optional lighting (purchased separately)



type 85
//
41,5/59/40,2cm      

type 90
//
96,6/80/206 cm
Butterfly 1 pocket
without frame or mattress;
with the option of an additional pull-out bed,
main mattress 90x200
extra mattress 80x190x15max

type 95
//
50/41,2/40cm

type 21
//
95/194/95cm      

type 30
//
89,2/132,1/40cm      

type 31
//
89,2/132,1/40cm      

type 32
//
50/132,1/40cm      

type 33
//
88/115,7/40cm      

 

 

180cm

105cm

type CAYL02
//
125,1/90,9/211,3cm
Butterfly 1 pocket
(drawer included; 
without frame or mattress)

type CAYF01
//
128,1/55,5/38,4cm      

type CAYP01
//
115/16/21,6cm      

type CAYK01
//
115/83,5/40cm      

type CAYK04
//
115/116/40cm      

type CAYR01
//
48,9/198,3/36cm      

type CAYS01
//
48,9/198,3/36cm      

type CAYK02
//
94,4/83,5/40cm      

79,3x13,7cm      

129
128

 



- optional lighting (purchased separately)- left - or right-hand mount 

58x18cm      58x14cm      

IMPERIAL system

BODY/FRONT
Imperial Walnut/Imperial Walnut

The body and fronts are made of 
laminated board with increased 
resistance to scratching, moisture 
and high temperatures.

There are decorative rounded 
mouldings made of durable MDF.

The vitrines and cabinets have 
tempered glass, which ensures 
increased safety.

LED LIGHTING UNIT
- optional lighting, recommended 
by the manufacturer (purchased
separately).

type 01
//
50/195/37,8cm
LED lighting unit 3 packets- 
optional lighting      

type 10
//
50/195/37,8cm      

type 19
//
50/195/60,5cm      

type 11
//
50/195/37,8cm      

type 51
//
140/44/45,3cm

type 61
//
140/36/29,5cm

type 70
//
110/48/70cm      

type 75
//
140-180/77/85cm      

IMPERIAL NEW system

type 01
//
50/195/37,8cm
LED lighting unit 3 packets
- optional lighting
          

type 70
//
110/48/70cm      

type 75
//
140-180/77/85cm      

type 51
//
140/44/45,3cm
TV niches 2x58.7/14.4/45cm   

type 61
//
140/36/29,5cm

type 10
//
50/195/37,8cm      

type 19
//
50/195/60,5cm      

type 11
//
50/195/37,8cm      

58x18cm      58x14cm      

BODY/FRONT
Truffle Oak /Truffle Oak/Champagne

The body and fronts are made of 
laminated board with increased 
resistance to scratching, moisture 
and high temperatures.

There are decorative, gently 
rounded mouldings made 
of MDF.

Tempered glass provides 
increased safety.

LED LIGHTING UNIT
- optional lighting, recommended 
by the manufacturer (purchased 
separately).
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type 20
//
80/195/60,8cm      

type 21
//
93/195/93cm      

type 31
//
80/152/37,8cm
LED lighting unit 2 
packets- optional 
lighting
            

type 42
//
140/89,3/45 cm
LED lighting unit 1 packet
- optional lighting
         

type 100
//
300/195/50cm
LED lighting unit 3 packets
- optional lighting

type 41
//
140/89,3/45,3cm      

133cm      

180cm      

type 111
//
110/195/37,5cm      

type 31
//
80/152/37,8cm
LED lighting unit 2 packets
- optional lighting
           

type 42
//
140/89,3/45cm
LED lighting unit 1 packet
- optional lighting
          

type 100
//
300/195/50cm
lighting unit 3 packets
- optional lighting
          

type 41
//
140/89,3/45,3cm      

type 20
//
80/195/60,8cm      

type 21
//
93/195/93cm      

133cm      

180cm      



type 95
//
50/77,7/35,9cm      

type 96
//
50/40,5/41,9cm      

type 51
//
164/45,7/41,9cm      

type 67
//
164/54,7/41,9cm      

type 70
//
90/38,9/90,2cm      

type 71
//
75/38,9/75,2cm      

type 65
//
54,7/54,7/28cm      

type 66
//
54,7/54,7/28cm      

type 115
//
88/194/35cm      

type 122
//
109,4/68,7/1,9cm      

type 121
//
164/68,7/1,9cm      

LINATE system

BODY/FRONT/FEATURE
White/Gloss White/Truffle Oak

Fronts made of durable MDF 
covered with high-quality foil. 
White with gloss.

The edges of the body are 
covered with ABS edging that is 
resistant to mechanical damage.

Ergonomic handle-free solution.

Practical solution - the guides in 
the drawers are soft closing and 
the doors have moderators to 
ensure smooth movement and 
high comfort of use.

QUADRO LIGHTING UNIT
- optional lighting, recommended 
by the manufacturer (purchased 
separately). Additional Butterfly 
lighting can be installed on the 
headboard of the bed.

type 01L
//
63,9/194,5/41,9cm
Quadro lighting unit 1 
packet - optional lighting
  

type 01P
//
63,9/194,5/41,9cm
Quadro lighting unit 1 
packet - optional lighting
        

type 05L
//
84,9/194,5/41,9cm 
Quadro lighting unit 1 
packet - optional lighting
      

type 05P
//
84,9/194,5/41,9cm      
Quadro lighting unit 1 
packet - optional lighting

type 32
//
85/143,2/41,9cm
Quadro lighting unit 1 
packet - optional lighting
       

type 33
//
109,4/143,2/41,9cm 
Quadro lighting unit 2 
packets - optional lighting
        

type 20A
//
84,9/194,5/58,9cm      

type 34
//
85/86,5/41,9cm      

112cm      

type 25
//
84,9/194,5/36,9cm      

- optional lighting (purchased separately)- left - or right-hand mount 



type 91
//
145,6/88,2/205,9cm
Butterfly 1 packet or 2 
packets
(bed available
without frame or mattress)
     

type 92
//
165,6/88,2/205,9cm
Butterfly 1 packet or 2 packets
(bed available
without frame or mattress)
  

type 93
//
185,6/88,2/205,9cm
Butterfly 1 packet or 2 packets
(bed available
without frame or mattress)
    

type 94
//
165,2/88,5/206,4cm
Butterfly 1 packet or 2 packets
(raised frame,
bed available without mattress)
    

type 75
//
160-200/75,5/90cm      

type 80
//
125/72,8/61,9cm

type 156L
//
40/68,6/30,9cm      

type 156P
//
40/68,6/30,9cm      

type 150
//
80/68,2/47,6cm
(basin included
with cabinet type 150)
  

type 155L
//
40/176/30,9cm

type 155P
//
40/176/30,9cm

type 157L
//
40/68,6/21,9cm      

type 157P
//
40/68,6/21,9cm      

type 160
//
80/68,5/15,9cm
Kombibox + Polarus
(lighting - optional)      

type 97
//
145,2/88,5/206,4cm
Butterfly 1 packet or 2 packets
(raised frame,
bed available without mattress)     

type 22
//
163,9/209,1/58,9cm      
Simplus lighting unit 2 
packets - optional lighting
  

type 23
//
218,5/209,1/58,9cm
Simplus lighting unit 2 
packets - optional lighting
       

type 35
//
109,4/86,5/41,9cm      

type 40
//
164/86,5/41,9cm      

type 42
//
164/86,5/41,9cm 
Quadro lighting unit 2 packets
- optional lighting
     

type 44
//
96/86,3/41,9cm      

53x18cm      

type 50
//
164/45,7/41,9cm      

type 60
//
150/19,5/19,9cm      

193cm 193cm

105cm

165cm

105cm

160cm
124cm

133
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BODY/FRONT
Light Riviera Oak/Gloss White 

BODY/FRONT
Dark Grey, Platinum/Dark Grey
in gloss

LYON system

LYON system

Ergonomic handle-free 
solution.

Ergonomic handle-free 
solution.

Soft-close doors and 
drawers.

Soft-close doors and 
drawers.

LED lighting integrated 
into the body.

LED lighting integrated 
into the body.

An additional light switch 
can be installed.

An additional light switch 
can be installed.

The vitrines have tempered 
Antisol glass (tinted, which 
makes the colour perfect and 
protects against excessive 
sunlight).

The vitrines have tempered 
Antisol glass (tinted, which 
makes the colour perfect and 
protects against excessive 
sunlight).

SQUARE LIGHTING UNIT
- optional lighting, 
recommended by 
the manufacturer 
(purchased separately).

SQUARE LIGHTING UNIT
- optional lighting, 
recommended by 
the manufacturer 
(purchased separately).

- left - or right-hand mount   

type LYOV03P
//
59,7/198,1/42cm 
Square lighting unit 2 packets
- optional lighting
   

type LYOV03P
//
59,7/198,1/42cm 
Square lighting unit 2 packets
- optional lighting
    

type LYOV03L
//
59,7/198,1/42cm
Square lighting unit 2 packets
- optional lighting     

type LYOV03L
//
59,7/198,1/42cm
Square lighting unit 2 packets
- optional lighting    

type LYOV01P
//
59,7/164,1/42cm
Square lighting unit 1 
packet - optional lighting
     

type LYOV01P
//
59,7/164,1/42cm
Square lighting unit 1 
packets - optional lighting   

type LYOV01L
//
59,7/164,1/42cm
Square lighting unit 1 
packet - optional lighting
      

type LYOV01L
//
59,7/164,1/42cm
Square lighting unit 1 
packets - optional lighting     

type LYOF01
//
146/41,7/42cm      

type LYOF01
//
146/41,7/42cm      

type LYOF02
//
130/41,7/42cm      

type LYOF02
//
130/41,7/42cm      

type LYOP03
//
130/27,6/20,1cm

type LYOP03
//
130/27,6/20,1cm

type LYOP02
//
140/25/20,1cm      

type LYOP02
//
140/25/20,1cm      

type LYOK02
//
157,6/89,1/42cm
Square lighting unit 2 
packets - optional lighting
   

type LYOK02
//
157,6/89,1/42cm
Square lighting unit 2 
packets- optional lighting
     

- optional lighting (purchased separately)
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type LYOV04P
//
107,5/123,6/42cm
Square lighting unit 1 
packet - optional lighting   

type LYOV04P
//
107,5/123,6/42cm
Square lighting unit 1 
packet - optional lighting  

type LYOV04L
//
107,5/123,6/42cm      
Square lighting unit 1 
packet - optional lighting

type LYOV04L
//
107,5/123,6/42cm      
Square lighting unit 1 
packet - optional lighting

type LYOV02L
//
59,7/123,6/42cm
Square lighting unit 1 
packet - optional lighting    

type LYOV02L
//
59,7/123,6/42cm
Square lighting unit 1 
packet - optional lighting    

type LYOV02P
//
59,7/123,6/42cm
Square lighting unit 1 
packet - optional lighting

type LYOV02P
//
59,7/123,6/42cm
Square lighting unit 1 
packet - optional lighting

type LYOP01
//
120/25/20,1cm      

typ LYOP01
//
120/25/20,1cm      

type LYOK01
//
157,6/89,1/42cm      

typ LYOK01
//
157,6/89,1/42cm      

type LYOT01
//
105,6/37,2/68,1cm      

type LYOT01
//
105,6/37,2/68,1cm      

type LYOT02
//
105,6/34,6/68,1cm      
(small table on wheels)

type LYOT02
//
105,6/34,6/68,1cm
(small table on wheels)   

- touch light switch      - lighting integrated into the body    - reverse-mounting option for the shelf



type MESR01
//
56/198/38cm      

type MESS01
//
56/198/38cm      

type MESV01
//
56/198/38cm
Square lighting unit 2 
packets - optional lighting    

type MESV02
//
104,5/198/38cm
Square lighting unit 4
packets - optional lighting      

type MESP02
//
144,6/25,9/20,9cm      

type MESP01
//
121,1/25,9/20,9cm      

BODY/FRONT/FEATURE
Latte Oak/Latte Oak/Metallic Champagne

Diagonal combinations in 
frames with graded thickness, 
emphasising the uniqueness 
of the furniture.

Light feature with a 
mother-of-pearl effect, 
with a hidden handle.

The feet of the furniture are 
in the colour of the feature.

Thick, striking frame.

Additional Butterfly lighting 
can be installed on the 
headboard of the bed.

LED lighting unit
- optional lighting, recommended 
by the manufacturer (purchased 
separately).

MADRAS system

      type 01L
//
74/192/43cm
LED lighting unit 2 
packets - optional
lighting
     

      type 31
//
109/155/43cm
LED lighting unit 4 
packets - optional 
lighting      

type 32
//
74/116,6/43cm      

type 70
//
75/50,5/75cm      

type 71
//
110/50/67cm      

type 76
//
140-180/77/90cm      

type 80
//
128/75,8/59,8cm      

type 40
//
109/82/43cm      

type 41
//
150/82/43cm      

      type 01P
//
74/192/43cm      
LED lighting unit 2 
packets - optional lighting

      type 05
//
109/192/43cm
LED lighting unit 4 
packets - optional lighting  

type 11
//
74/192/43cm      

type 10
//
74/192/43cm      

type 19
//
74/192/57,5cm      

type 30
//
109/128/43cm      

type MESF01
//
128,5/48,2/46,6cm      

61,8x16,3cm 61,8x16,3cm

type MESF02
//
153/48,2/46,6cm      

48x16,3cm 48x16,3/20,6cm

MESSINA system

BODY/FRONT/FEATURES
Stirling Oak/Stirling Oak/Cadbury Oak

The body and fronts are made of 
laminated board with increased 
resistance to scratching, moisture 
and high temperatures.

Handle-free system.

SQUARE LIGHTING UNIT
- optional lighting, recommended 
by the manufacturer (purchased 
separately).

- optional lighting (purchased separately)- left - or right-hand mount 



type MESS02
//
104,5/198/59,6cm      

type MEST01
//
96/49,3/64,8cm      

type MEST03
//
160-200/76,8/90cm      

type MEST02
//
140-180/76,8/85cm      

type MESK01
//
153/86/42cm      

type MESK03
//
86,6/123,1/38cm      

 type MESV03
//
104,5/123,1/38cm 
Square lighting unit 2 packets
- optional lighting
  

type MESK02
//
104,5/86/42cm      

type 50
//
119/48/43cm      

type 60
//
91/21/20cm      

type 51
//
155/48/43cm      

type 61
//
122/21/20cm      

      type 42
//
150/82/43cm
LED lighting unit 1 packet
- optional lighting

type 43
//
190/82/43cm      

type 20
//
109/192/57,5cm      

type 22
//
165/200/63,3cm      

type 23
//
200/200/63,3cm      

type 44
//
109,2/82/43cm      

type 91
//
145,6/90/212cm
Butterfly 1 packet or 2 packets
(drawer included
without frame or mattress)
    

type 92
//
165,6/90/212cm
Butterfly 1 packet or 2 packets
(drawer included
without frame or mattress)

type 95L
//
59,7/41/43cm

type 95P
//
59,7/41/43cm

104cm

117cm

90cm

182cm
182cm

90cm

62x19cm
50x19cm

62x21cm
50x15cm

46x20cm
46x15cm46x19cm
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PVK06M
//
71,2/142,5/42cm      

            
PVV04M
//
71,2/200/42cm      

      
PVS06M
//
71,2/200/42cm      

      
PVV10M
//
98,1/200/42cm      

PVK03M
//
112,6/83,6/42cm      

PVK01M
//
153,9/83,6/42/cm      

PVP04M
//
125,7/40/21,6cm      

PELLO system

PROVENCE system

type 01
//
50/200/40cm
halogen lighting unit
- optional lighting
      

type 10
//
50/200/40cm      

type 11
//
50/200/40cm      

type 20
//
83/200/58cm      

type 30
//
83/113,9/40cm      

type 31
//
83/113,9/40cm      

type 32
//
40/113,9/40cm      

type 40
//
165,3/92,9/40cm      

type 70
//
110/48/70cm      

type 71
//
75/48/75cm      

type 75
//
140-180/77/85cm      

type 80
//
135,3/74,8/65cm      

156cm

BODY/FRONT
Laredo Pine/Laredo Pine

Modern and convenient 
handle-free system.

The body and fronts are made of 
laminated board with increased 
resistance to scratching, moisture 
and high temperatures.

The vitrines have tempered glass, 
providing increased safety.

Additional Butterfly lighting can 
be installed on the headboard 
of the bed.

HALOGEN LIGHTING UNIT
- optional lighting, recommended 
by the manufacturer (purchased 
separately).

BODY/FRONT/FEATURE
Sibiu Larch/Sibiu Larch
/Cadbury Oak

Bodies are made of laminated 
board with increased resistance 
to damage, scratching, moisture 
and high temperatures.

Soft-close doors and drawers.

Metal handles.

The vitrines and cabinets have 
tempered glass, which ensures 
increased safety.

DOJO LIGHTING UNIT
- optional lighting, recommended 
by the manufacturer (purchased 
separately).

- optional lighting (purchased separately)- left - or right-hand mount 

PVS04M
//
116,1/200/60cm      

PVK15M
//
56,8/112,7/42cm      

PVS02M
//
71,2/200/42cm

PVS03M
//
98,1/200/42cm      

PVK11M
//
116,1/83,6/42cm      

PVL02M
//
114,9/92,9/15cm      



      
PVV16M
//
168,2/142,5/42cm      

      
PVV15M
//
126,9/142,5/42cm      

      
PVV06M
//
103,5/142,5/42cm      

55,1x15,7cm      
54,1x18,4cm      55,1x15,7cm      

PVV08M
//
153,9/83,6/42cm      

PVK09M   
//
180,7/83,6/42cm      

PVF02M
//
153,9/64,4/42cm      

PVF01M
//
126,9/42/42cm      

PVP01M
//
125,7/18/21,6cm      

PVL01M
//
138,1/75/1,8cm      

54,1x18,4cm      

type 21
//
95/200/95cm      

type 41
//
135,3/92,9/40cm      

type 42
//
135,3/92,9/40cm
oprawa halogenowa
- oświetlenie opcjonalne      

type 50
//
165,3/51,1/45cm      

type 60
//
165,3/62/22cm      

type 51
//
135,3/51,1/45cm      

type 61
//
135,3/62/22cm      

type 22
//
155,3/220/58cm      

type 23
//
208/220/58cm      

type 91
//
146/75/205,6cm
Butterfly 1 packet or 2 packets
(two drawers included
mounted on either side of the bed
without frame or mattress)

type 92
//
166/75/205,6cm
Butterfly 1 packet or 2 packets
(two drawers included
mounted on either side of the bed
without frame or mattress)

type 95
//
40/52/40cm

181cm

171cm 171cm

97cm 97cm

91cm

79x15cm 46x15cm
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PVS05M
//
166,4/200/60cm      



PVV20M
//
56,8/104/30cm      

PVV21M 
//
98,1/104/30cm      

PVT05M
//
105/50,5/70cm      

SHETLAND system

type 01
//
66/197/40cm
Prismatic lighting unit 2 
packets - optional lighting
     

type 10
//
56/197/40cm      

type 11
//
56/197/40cm      

type 12
//
86/197/40cm      

type 41
//
156/86,8/40cm      

type 42
//
136/86,8/40cm      

type 43
//
136/86,8/40cm      

type 51
//
136/59,3/40cm      

BODY/FRONT/RECESSES
Shetland Oak/Shetland Oak/Grey

Convenient handle-free system.

Solid body made of 28mm-thick 
laminated board.

The furniture is solid and durable
thanks to the thick top panels 
and sides.

Fashionable horizontal wood 
grain on the fronts, and recesses 
in a contrasting grey.

The programme has youth 
and office options.

PRISMATIC LIGHTING UNIT
- optional lighting, recommended 
by the manufacturer (purchased 
separately).

- optional lighting (purchased separately)- left - or right-hand mount 

PROVENCE system

PVK13M
//
98,1/42/42cm      

PVK14M
//
139,4/42/42cm      

            
PVP08M
//
139,4/65,6/30cm      

      
PVP07M
//
98,1/65,6/30cm      

PVK12M
//
116,1/48,1/42cm      

PVP06M
//
114,9/103,6/28cm      

PVP02L
//
48,4/77,5/30cm

PVP01L
//
81,3/77,4/25cm

PVS01L
//
48,4/200/40cm

PVK01L
//
81,3/64,9/40cm

PVK02L
//
48,4/84,5/40cm



PVT01M
//
160-200/77,1/90cm      

PVT02M
//
160/46,3/37cm      

type 80
//
136/76,5/60cm      

type 20
//
86/197/58cm      

type 21
//
98,5/197/98,5cm      

type 31
//
86/132,1/40cm      

type 32
//
86/123,2/40cm      

type 35
//
56/132,1/40cm      

type 52
//
136/41,1/40cm      

type 71
//
75/48,5/75cm      

type 76
//
90-180/77/90cm      

type 61
//
136/30/25cm      

   

 

 

120cm

92cm
152cm
162cm

38cm
75cm

46x15cm
46x17cm

46x16cm
46x19cm
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PVB01M
//
125/75,5/55cm      

PVK16M
//
46,2/55,7/42cm      

PVK17M
//
56,8/63/42cm      

PVL03M
//
97,1/93,6/210,3cm      

PVL04M
//
147,2/93,6/210,3cm      

PVP02L
//
48,4/77,5/30cm



TWO HEADBOARD UPHOLSTERY 
OPTIONS TO CHOOSE FROM
Fabric/Ecoleather

type TOK 01
//
140/52,5/45,2cm      

      
type TOP 07
//
140/93/19.5cm
LED lighting unit 2 packets      

type TOK 09
//
140/84,5/42,2cm      

type TOK 10
//
140/84,5/42,2cm      

            
type TOV 02
//
57,9/195,5/42,2cm
LED lighting unit 3 packets
- optional lighting
    

type TOS 04
//
99,9/195,5/56,2cm      

      
type TOS 01
//
57,9/195,5/42,2cm      

      
type TOV 06
//
105/195,5/42,2cm
LED lighting unit 3 packets
- optional lighting
     

type 52
//
150/49,8/39,9cm      

SUMMER system

TORONTO system

type 01L
//
54/196,5/39,9cm
LED lighting unit 2 packets
or Prismatic lighting unit 2 packets
- optional lighting
 

type 32
//
86/130,8/39,9cm
LED lighting unit 1 packets
or Prismatic lighting unit 1 
packets - optional lighting    

type 51
//
150/53,5/39,9cm      

type 71
//
75/48/75cm      

type 33
//
86/119,4/39,9cm      

type 01P
//
54/196,5/39,9cm
LED lighting unit 2 packets
or Prismatic lighting unit 2 
packets - optional lighting    

type 06
//
86/196,5/39,9cm
LED lighting unit 2 packets
or Prismatic lighting unit 2 
packets - optional lighting     

type 10
//
54/196,5/39,9cm      

type 30
//
86/138,8/39,9cm      

type 31
//
86/122,8/39,9cm      

type 34
//
86/101,6/39,9cm      

48x18cm
47x18cm

48x18cm
47x18cm

48x14cm
48x14cm

BODY/FRONT/FEATURE
San Remo/San Remo/Arusha Wenge

Fronts: made of high-quality 
MDF in the colour San Remo.

Distinctive milled handles.

Soft-close runners and hinges. 

Additional Butterfly lighting can 
be installed on the headboard 
of the bed.

LED OR PRISMATIC LIGHTING UNIT
- optional lighting, recommended 
by the manufacturer (purchased 
separately).

Fronts made of durable MDF 
covered with high-quality PCV 
in white with a subtle gloss

Elegant features in SAN REMO 
RUSTIC.

Handle-free system.

Soft-close doors and drawers.

LED LIGHTING UNIT
- optional lighting, recommended 
by the manufacturer (purchased 
separately).

BODY/FRONT/FEATURE
White/Gloss White/Rustic San Remo

- optional lighting (purchased separately)- left - or right-hand mount 



type 80
//
128/76/59,9cm      

type TOK 02
//
190/52,5/45,2cm      

type TOT 06
//
67/48/67cm      

type TOT 02
//
160/75,5/90cm      

      
type TOP 06
//
190/93/19.5cm      
LED lighting unit 3 packets

type TOK 03
//
140/84,5/42,2cm      

type TOK 05
//
190/84,5/42,2cm      

type TOK 04
//
140/84,5/42,2cm      

type TOP 02
//
165/25/20,7cm      

type TOP 01
//
125/25/20,7cm      

      
type TOV 01
//
99,9/145,5/42,2cm
LED lighting unit 4 packets
- optional lighting  

type TOK 07
//
100/145,5/42,2cm      

type 44
//
125,7/83,8/39,9cm      

type 43
//
150/92,1/39,9cm 
LED lighting unit 1 packet
or Prismatic lighting unit 1 
packet - optional lighting

type 75
//
140-180/77/85cm      

type 40
//
168/92,1/39,9cm      

type 41
//
150/92,1/39,9cm      

type 42 
//
150/92,1/39,9cm      

type 20
//
86/196,5/57,9cm      

type 61
//
150/6/25cm      

 

type 22
//
150/218/60cm      

type 23
//
199,9/218/60cm      

type 91
//
146/99/222cm
Butterfly 1 packet or 2 packets
(raised frame without mattress)     

type 95L
//
54/42/41,2cm

type 95P
//
54/42/41,2cm

type 92
//
166/99/222cm
Butterfly 1 packet or 
2 packets 
(raised frame without mattress)    

 

 
122cm

202cm

93cm 93cm

120cm

73x14cm 73x14cm

150cm

143
142

- lighting integrated into the body - LED FLEX strip



type 80
//
163,8/78,4/70cm      

type 40
//
177,3/94,4/45cm      

type 34
//
98,3/126,4/35cm      

type 01
//
58,8/193/35cm
halogen lighting unit
- optional lighting
    

type 02
//
83,2/193/35cm      
halogen lighting unit
- optional lighting

type 05
//
98,3/193/35cm      

type 10
//
58,8/193/35cm      

VENTI system

type 41
//
137,8/94,4/45cm      

type 42
//
58,8/94,4/45cm      

BODY/FRONT
Amario Wenge/Amario Wenge

Fronts made of durable MDF.

Bodies are made of laminated 
board with increased resistance 
to damage, scratching, moisture 
and high temperatures.

Thick, gently rounded top panels 
made of lightweight board.

Metal handles and elegant, 
silver, metallic inserts.

Tempered glass providing 
increased safety.

- optional lighting (purchased separately)- left - or right-hand mount 

HALOGEN LIGHTING UNIT
- optional lighting, 
recommended
by the manufacturer 
(purchased separately).



type 11
//
58,8/193/35cm      

142cm

66x16cm
58x16cm

66x16cm
58x16cm

type 70
//
75/48/75cm      

type 71
//
120/48/70cm      

type 75
//
140-180/76,3/80cm      

type 51
//
137,8/46,4/45cm      

type 30
//
137,8/126,4/35cm      

type 31
//
98,3/126,4/35cm      

type 12
//
58,8/193/35cm      

type 20
//
98,3/193/58cm      

type 45
//
177,3/94,4/45cm      

type 60
//
137,8/36/25cm      
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check this out at www.meblewojcik.pl

WHY MEBLE WÓJCIK?

HIGH QUALITY
Most of the furniture from the Meble Wójcik collection is made of high-quality
laminated board, which is characterised by resistance to damage, scratching, 
high temperatures and humidity. This feature combined with the use of modern
technology, certified materials and accessories, and tight quality control 
systems means that the furniture is extremely durable and retains its elegant
look for many years.

ORIGINAL DESIGN
We following the latest design trends, and the tastes and expectations 
of our customers, and create our own original designs that combine 
beauty, elegance and functionality, using innovative ideas, attractive 
colour schemes, and aesthetic materials.

BRAND RECOGNISED IN THE INDUSTRY
The Meble Wójcik brand has received many awards in bran image contests
and prestigious rankings, and our furniture has received numerous industry 
awards. Meble Wójcik’s most important distinctions include: Forbes Diamond, 
Product of the Year of the Magazine Meble Plus, Gold Medal of the Poznań 
Furniture Fair, Box Furniture Manufacturers’ Ranking, Diamond of Furniture, 
Business Gazelles of the Magazine Puls Biznesu, and title of Good Company
of Dziennik Rzeczpospolita.

GOOD PRICE
While we strive to offer original products with the best performance qualities 
and unique stylistic features, we also keep in mind that it must be affordable. 
Creative technical solutions and our production scale allow us to offer you 
high-quality, elegant furniture at a reasonable price.

FUNCTIONALITY
Already at the conception and design stage, we make every effort to ensure
that our furniture collections give freedom and flexibility to create spaces in 
the apartments and homes of our customers, taking into account the constraints 
this brings. The individual elements of the collection have interesting and functional 
solutions that guarantee ease of use and optimise the use of often-limited storage 
space of our Polish houses and apartments.

TRADITION AND EXPERIENCE
Our factories have been manufacturing furniture for customers from around the 
world for over 30 years. Our invaluable experience, continuous development, 
and pursuit of innovation and excellence allow us to offer better and more-
interesting furniture collections.

PROFESSIONAL STAFF AND CUSTOMER SERVICE
Currently, we employ over 1,200 employees in the three factories. Our employees 
are a professional and experienced team, committed to product development 
and customer service - from preparation and production of the furniture piece to 
delivery to your home. Regular employee training and development guarantees 
that our customers receive outstanding quality and service.

CARING FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
Our factories use technologies that allow us to produce furniture without damage 
to the environment. Our long-term cooperation with proven and reliable suppliers 
enables us to track, in detail, the origin of the raw materials used in our production.

OUR WIDE RANGE OF STYLES AND 
PATTERNS GUARANTEE THAT THERE IS 
SOMETHING FOR YOU - YOUR OWN STYLE
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Więcej inspiracji 
znajdziesz na www.meblewojcik.pl
oraz na www.blogmeblewojcik.pl

FUNKCJONALNY STÓŁ,
SAM ZDECYDUJESZ
O JEGO WYMIARZE

In supplying us with wood, nature offers us brilliant material that is
completely healthy live with and which we are respectfully yet yettt

passionately imbuing with new forms and functions. We preserve
this us unique character through the masterful.

To see the addresses of all our showrooms
and for more inspiration, go to 
www.meblewojcik.pl

The manufacturer reserves the right to make structural changes to the furniture offered without changing its overall nature. The range presented in the catalogue does not constitute an offer 
within the meaning of the Polish Civil Code. Due to the limitations of printing technology, the colours reproduced in the catalogue may differ from the actual colours of the furniture offered. 
All dimensions provided are external dimensions of the furniture. All dimensions provided are the external dimensions.


